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Abstract
The paper proposes a unified approach to many key theorems proved in the last twenty years in different
areas of abstract harmonic analysis. This approach is based on the so-called slowly oscillating functions
which were introduced in coarse geometry. In addition to this method being the most natural and simple, it
also leads to the generalisation of some of the results and to the achievement of some new results. Several
of these results concern the topological centres of convolution algebras and semigroup compactifications.
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1. Introduction
The concept of slowly oscillating functions is taken from coarse geometry and adapted here
to become an efficient tool in abstract harmonic analysis. These functions were introduced by
Higson and Roe (see [38,39]) and were used recently by Protasov to study the algebraic structure
of the Stone– ˇCech compactification of a countable discrete group G (see [34]). This notion is
extended in this paper to any non-compact locally compact group, and developed to be more
suitable in the uncountable—or more generally, non-σ -compact—case. These newly defined
slowly oscillating functions yield in a natural manner a common method of proof to various
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cally compact group with a type of convolution as a product. After greatly simplifying the proofs
of the theorems in question, we shall be able to generalise some of the theorems and obtain new
results as well. We believe that this method can be developed and exploited further.
Once we notice that perhaps the main obstacle encountered when proving any of these the-
orems is the separation of elements of the form yx in some semigroup or algebra X, the basic
idea becomes very quickly clear. That is, if we can find some functions on X which separate the
elements x and have the extra property f (yx) = f (x) for every element y, then we are home
and dry!
Starting with a non-compact locally compact group G, we are concerned with the second
dual of the group algebra L1(G), which is a Banach algebra with an Arens product. We are
also concerned with the Banach dual LUC(G)∗ of the C*-algebra LUC(G) of the bounded left
uniformly continuous functions on G and with the spectrum GLUC of LUC(G). With a type of
convolution, LUC(G)∗ is a Banach algebra and GLUC is a subsemigroup of LUC(G)∗. In fact,
GLUC is the largest semigroup compactification of G and has many applications in topological
dynamics [7] and in Ramsey theory when G is discrete [22].
Here are the theorems, which have been proved with apparently unrelated methods, but shall
be given in this paper a unified proof with the help of slowly oscillating functions. The results
are given in chronological order.
(i) In 1984, Grosser and Losert proved that the algebraic centre of LUC(G)∗ is the measure
algebra M(G) when G is a locally compact abelian group [20]. In 1986, this was extended by
Lau who showed that the topological centre of LUC(G)∗ is M(G) when G any locally compact
group [25]. In the same paper, the conclusion that the topological centre of ∞(S)∗ is 1(S) for
any weakly cancellative right cancellative semigroup is also obtained (see also [24]). Later in
1988, Lau and Losert proved that the topological centre of L1(G)∗∗ is L1(G) [26]; their proof
relies partly on the weak sequential completeness of the group algebra L1(G).
(ii) Van Douwen’s right ideal theorem concerns the Stone– ˇCech compactification βS of an in-
finite cancellative discrete semigroup and states in particular that the subsemigroup U(S) of the
uniform ultrafilters in βS can be decomposed into a disjoint union of 22|S| right ideals of βS each
of which is nowhere dense in U(S). Erik van Douwen never actually published this theorem, but
only announced it without a proof in a letter to Neil Hindman. The first published proof appeared
long after the unfortunate death of van Douwen. The proof is due to Davenport and Hindman [6],
and it was reproduced later in 1998 by Hindman and Strauss [22]. In both references, the proof
follows a very complex combinatorial argument using ultrafilters.
(iii) The topological centre of the LUC-compactification GLUC is G. This was proved in 1995
by Lau and Pym [28]; their proof relies heavily on Ruppert’s work [40], which uses Lie group
theory to prove that the topological centre of GLUC is G in several cases including all locally
compact abelian groups and all locally compact connected groups.
(iv) In 1997, Lau, Milnes and Pym proved that there are 22κ disjoint left ideals in GLUC [30],
where κ is the minimum number of compact sets required to cover G. Their method also lead
them to the topological centre of GLUC when G is compactly generated and so with the help
of [28] to the topological centre of GLUC when G is any locally compact group. The number
of disjoint left ideals was also obtained later in 2003 as a by-product by Filali and Pym in their
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analogue of the uniform ultrafilters as in (ii) is not obtained.
(v) In 1998, Protasov proved that the topological centre of the remainder βG \ G is empty [33].
His proof is very combinatorial, and relies partly on P-points (or more precisely on non-P-points)
in βG for countable groups. In 2001, Protasov and Pym adapted the argument for any locally
compact group and showed that the topological centre of GLUC \G is empty [36] (see also [41]).
(vi) In 2005, Neufang obtained again the topological centres of LUC(G)∗ and L1(G)∗∗ using
some Banach algebra and functional analysis machinery such as his factorization theorem and
the Mazur property [31].
In addition to our unified approach proving the results cited above, the following new results
are obtained.
(vii) Van Douwen’s right ideal theorem is generalised to non-compact locally compact groups.
We consider GLUC and the analogue U(G) of the semigroup of uniform ultrafilters (see next
section for the definition). The semigroup U(G) is decomposed into 22κ left ideals, each of which
is nowhere dense in U(G). This result is even strenghthened so that these ideals are closed. (The
operation given to GLUC has turned “right” into “left”; this will be cleared later on.)
(viii) The topological centre of βS is S for weakly cancellative discrete semigroups, and the
topological centre of βS \ S is empty for right cancellative weakly cancellative semigroups.
(ix) The new proof for the topological centre of LUC(G)∗ being M(G) is not only simple but
spectacular in the σ -compact case. It shows that there exists a subset with 2c points such that
any two distinct points taken from this set are enough to decide that the topological centre is
as claimed. We should point out that in the 2004 Abstract Harmonic Analysis Conference in
Istanbul, Garth Dales has announced that he and Tony Lau have a similar result.
(x) The topological centres of C0(G)⊥ and L∞0 (G)⊥ are trivial for any locally compact group.
Here L∞0 (G) acts the role of C0(G) in L∞(G) (the definition is in next section).
(xi) The topological centre of c0(S)⊥ is trivial.
The paper is based on the PhD dissertation [42] written by the second author with the super-
vision of the first author at University of Oulu.
2. Some prerequisites
A semigroup X that is also a Hausdorff topological space is said to be right topological if all
the right translations x → xy on X are continuous. The topological centre of a right topological
semigroup X is
Λ(X) = {x ∈ X; y → xy :X → X is continuous}.
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come up either as Banach algebras equipped with weak* topology or as semigroup compactifi-
cations.
As already noted, G is a non-compact locally compact group and L1(G) is the group algebra
with convolution as product. The second dual L1(G)∗∗ of L1(G) is made into a Banach algebra
with the first Arens product:
〈f ϕ,ψ〉 = 〈f,ϕ ∗ψ〉,
〈νf,ϕ〉 = 〈ν,f ϕ〉,
〈μν,f 〉 = 〈μ,νf 〉, (1)
where ϕ,ψ ∈ L1(G), f ∈ L∞(G), and μ,ν ∈ L1(G)∗∗.
Recall also that LUC(G) is the C∗-algebra of all left uniformly continuous functions on G,
so LUC(G) consists of all bounded, complex-valued, continuous functions f on G such that the
map s → sf is norm-continuous (sf denotes the left translate of f by s in G). Sometimes,
most notably in [21], these functions are said to be uniformly continuous with respect to the right
uniform structure on G.
The dual space LUC(G)∗ is a convolution algebra: the product of μ and ν in LUC(G)∗ is
defined by
〈μν,f 〉 = 〈μ,νf 〉,
νf (s) = 〈ν, sf 〉, (2)
where f ∈ LUC(G) and s ∈ G.
Let F(G) be either LUC(G) or L∞(G). Then L1(G) is weak∗-dense in F(G)∗ and if (ϕα)
and (ψβ) are nets in L1(G) converging in the weak∗ topology of F(G)∗ to μ and ν, respectively,
then
μν = lim
α
lim
β
ϕα ∗ψβ.
The previous equation shows that the Arens product is a natural extension of convolution on
L1(G). The right translations μ → μν are weak*-continuous, so F(G)∗ is a right topological
semigroup with respect to the weak∗ topology. For more information about the Arens product,
see [4,5,17] or [32].
Note that the measure algebra M(G) (that is, the space of all bounded regular Borel measures
on G with convolution product) may be identified with a subalgebra of LUC(G)∗. In fact,
LUC(G)∗ = M(G)⊕C0(G)⊥ (Banach space direct sum),
where
C0(G)
⊥ = {μ ∈ LUC(G)∗; 〈μ,f 〉 = 0 for every f ∈ C0(G)}
and C0(G)⊥ is a weak∗-closed ideal in LUC(G)∗; see [11] or [18].
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Denote
‖f ‖A = ess sup
{∣∣f (x)∣∣; x ∈ A} (f ∈ L∞(G), A ⊆ G measurable)
and put
L∞0 (G) =
{
f ∈ L∞(G); ‖f ‖G\K → 0 as compact K ↑ G
}
.
The dual of L∞0 (G) may be identified with a norm-closed subalgebra of L∞(G)∗ and
L1(G)∗∗ = L∞(G)∗ = L∞0 (G)∗ ⊕L∞0 (G)⊥.
The annihilator L∞0 (G)⊥ is a weak∗-closed ideal in L∞(G)∗.
Let ϕ ∈ L1(G) and f ∈ L∞(G). Denote the modular function on G by  and define ϕ˜(s) =
(s−1)ϕ(s−1). By writing out the definition of f ϕ, we see that f ϕ = ϕ˜ ∗ f , which is in fact in
LUC(G). Therefore, we can define a left module action of LUC(G)∗ on L∞(G) by
〈νf,ϕ〉 = 〈ν,f ϕ〉,
where ν ∈ LUC(G)∗, f ∈ L∞(G) and ϕ ∈ L1(G). This definition agrees with (2) if f ∈
LUC(G), so the notation (or the lack of it) should not lead to any confusion. This action in-
duces a right module action of LUC(G)∗ on L1(G)∗∗ by
〈μν,f 〉 = 〈μ,νf 〉,
where μ ∈ L1(G)∗∗, ν ∈ LUC(G)∗ and f ∈ L∞(G).
Let π :L1(G)∗∗ → LUC(G)∗ be the adjoint map of the inclusion LUC(G) ↪→ L∞(G);
that is, π is the quotient map from L∞(G)∗ onto LUC(G)∗. Then π is a weak∗–weak∗-
continuous homomorphism. Furthermore, the equations defining the Arens product and the fact
that LUC(G) = L∞(G)L1(G) imply that
μν = μπ(ν) (μ,ν ∈ L1(G)∗∗), (3)
where the right-hand side is defined, of course, by the action of LUC(G)∗ on L1(G)∗∗. Therefore
the product μν in L1(G)∗∗ depends only on the LUC(G) part of ν. The relationship between
L1(G)∗∗ and LUC(G)∗ is studied in [27], but it leads all way back to [19].
Furthermore, π maps L∞0 (G)∗ onto M(G) and L∞0 (G)⊥ onto C0(G)⊥, so the decomposition
of L∞(G)∗ agrees with the decomposition of LUC(G)∗.
Next we recall the definition of the LUC-compactification of G. A semigroup compactifica-
tion of G is a compact right topological semigroup X together with a continuous homomorphism
θ :G → X such that θ(G) is dense in X and all the left translations y → θ(s)y on X deter-
mined by members of θ(G) are continuous. In the case of locally compact groups, the LUC-
compactification GLUC is the largest semigroup compactification of G in the sense that every
other semigroup compactification of G is a quotient of the LUC-compactification. This univer-
sal property makes the LUC-compactification an essential object in the theory of topological
semigroups.
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is,
GLUC = {x ∈ LUC(G)∗ \ {0}; 〈x,fg〉 = 〈x,f 〉〈x,g〉 ∀f,g ∈ LUC(G)},
and so may be regarded as a weak∗-compact subsemigroup of LUC(G)∗. We may identify G
with its image in GLUC . Note that every function in LUC(G) extends continuously to GLUC and
LUC(G) ∼= C(GLUC).
Unlike GLUC , the spectrum Ω of L∞(G) is a semigroup with respect to the Arens multipli-
cation if and only if G is discrete or compact [29]. If G is discrete, then L∞(G) = LUC(G) =
∞(G), and so Ω , GLUC and the Stone– ˇCech compactification βG of G all agree. If G is com-
pact, then Ω is algebraically isomorphic to the direct product E × G where E is the left-zero
semigroup consisting of the right identities in L∞(G)∗ contained in the spectrum [23].
The standard reference for semigroup compactifications, as well as for the general theory of
topological semigroups, is [1].
We shall also consider infinite discrete semigroups S of cardinality κ and their corresponding
semigroup algebras 1(S). The right topological semigroups related to S are βS, βS \ S, U(S),
1(S)∗∗ and c0(S)⊥. Here 1(S)∗ = ∞(S) is the C*-algebra of all bounded complex-valued
functions on S; the first Arens product makes 1(S)∗∗ = ∞(S)∗ a Banach algebra and is given
by either (1) or (2). The semigroup of uniform ultrafilters is
U(S) = {x ∈ βS; ρ(x) = κ},
where
ρ(x) = min{|A|; A ⊆ S and x ∈ A}.
We also need to generalise the concept of uniform ultrafilter to locally compact groups. This
generalization has been done for example in [15]. For every subset A of G, let κ(A) be the
minimal number of compact sets in G required to cover A. For simplicity, denote κ(G) by κ .
Define the height of an element x in GLUC by
ρ(x) = min{κ(A); A ⊆ G and x ∈ A}
(this is also known as the norm of x and denoted by ‖x‖, but since our x may be seen in the
normed space LUC(G)∗, this change is made to avoid confusion with the usual norm). Let U(G)
be the set of all x in GLUC with ρ(x) = κ . So in the case of discrete G, the set U(G) corresponds
to the set of uniform ultrafilters on G; in the case of σ -compact G, the set U(G) is GLUC \G. An
application of the local structure theorem for GLUC [37] implies that U(G) is closed, and then it
follows from the continuity of right translations that U(G) is a left ideal in GLUC.
We also define the height of elements in Ω by
ρ(ξ) = min{κ(A); A ⊆ G measurable and 〈ξ,1A〉 = 1},
and we let UΩ be the set of all ξ in Ω with ρ(ξ) = κ . Here π maps Ω onto GLUC and UΩ onto
U(G).
A subset X of G is called left uniformly discrete if there is a neighborhood U of the identity
in G such that Us ∩ Ut = ∅ for every s = t in X. Any bounded function on a left uniformly
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the closure X of X in GLUC is homeomorphic to the Stone– ˇCech compactification of X; see for
example [37].
3. Slowly oscillating functions
In this section we define the main tool in the paper: the slowly oscillating functions. The
definition is based on [34], but is made to suit our purposes. The difference between the two
definitions is significant: according to [14] every slowly oscillating function on a non-σ -compact
abelian group is constant at the infinity, which is in contrast with Lemma 1 of this section. Using
Protasov’s theory of ball structures [34], we can see the slowly oscillating functions as an ana-
logue to certain functions used in coarse geometry (see [38, Chapter 5], [8, §6] or [39, Section
2.3]).
A function f in LUC(G) is called slowly oscillating if, for every  > 0 and for every compact
set F in G, there exists a subset A of G with κ(A) < κ such that
∣∣f (st)− f (t)∣∣<  and ∣∣f (ts)− f (t)∣∣<  whenever s ∈ F and t ∈ G \A.
The important property of slowly oscillating functions are the identities
f (yx) = f (x) and f (xs) = f (x) for all x ∈ U(G), y ∈ GLUC, s ∈ G.
The construction of slowly oscillating functions is included in the proof of the following
lemma.
Lemma 1. Let X ⊆ G with κ(X) = κ . There exists a left uniformly discrete subset T of X such
that |T | = κ and the points in T can be separated by slowly oscillating functions.
Proof. We divide the proof into two parts, treating σ -compact and non-σ -compact groups sepa-
rately.
The σ -compact case. Suppose first that κ = ω. Fix a compact symmetric neighbourhood U of
the identity in G. There is a compact cover {Kn}∞n=1 of G such that:
(i) each compact set in G is included in some Kn,
(ii) K1 = U ,
(iii) K3n ⊆ Kn+1,
(iv) K−1n = Kn.
Conditions (ii) and (iii) imply that:
(v) UKnU ⊆ Kn+1,
(vi) KnKm ⊆ Kn+m.
For convenience, put Kn = ∅ for every n = 0, −1, . . . , and note that conditions (v) and (vi) hold
for all integers n and m.
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KntnKn ∩KmtmKm = ∅ for every n = m. (4)
For every n 2, define
fn =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 on K1tnK1,
1 − 1
n−1 on (K2tnK2) \ (K1tnK1),
1 − 2
n−1 on (K3tnK3) \ (K2tnK2),
...
1
n−1 on (Kn−1tnKn−1) \ (Kn−2tnKn−2),
0 off Kn−1tnKn−1.
Let f =∑n∈I fn, where I is any subset of {2,3, . . .}. The function f is well defined by (4) and
is clearly measurable and bounded. Let ϕ be any measurable function on G such that
ϕ  0, suppϕ ⊆ U,
∫
ϕ = 1.
Since ϕ ∈ L1(G) and f ∈ L∞(G), it follows that h := f ϕ = ϕ˜ ∗ f is in LUC(G). We shall show
that h is slowly oscillating and that functions such as h separate points in T .
If n ∈ I , then
h(tn) =
∫
U
ϕ(u)f (utn) du =
∫
ϕ = 1
because f (utn) = fn(utn) = 1 for every u in U . Similarly if n /∈ I , then h(tn) = 0. Therefore
h = 1 on {tn; n ∈ I } and h = 0 on {tn; n /∈ I }. This shows that, by choosing the index set I
appropriately, we can separate points in T by functions of the same form as h.
To complete the case when G is σ -compact, it remains to show that h is slowly oscillating.
Let 0 <  < 1 and let F be a compact subset of G. We should find a compact set K such that for
every s in F and for every t in G \K
∣∣h(st)− h(t)∣∣<  and ∣∣h(ts)− h(t)∣∣< . (5)
By condition (i), F is included in some Km, and so we can replace F by Km. Choose an integer
 such that (m + 1)/ < , and put K =⋃j=1 Kj+mtjKj+m. Fix s in Km and t in G \ K . We
shall confirm only the first inequality in (5), the second being similar.
First of all,
∣∣h(st)− h(t)∣∣ ∫ ϕ(u)∣∣f (ust)− f (ut)∣∣du.
U
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Kn−1tnKn−1 for some n 2, and so
t ∈ KmUKn−1tnKn−1. (6)
Applying condition (vi) to (6), we see that t ∈ Kn+mtnKn+m. Then the choice of K implies that
n >  >m+ 1. (7)
It follows from (6) that UKmt ⊆ UK2mUKn−1tnKn−1. But UK2mU ⊆ Km+2 ⊆ K by (iii)
and (v), and so
UKmt ⊆ KKn−1tnKn−1 ⊆ KntnKn
by condition (iii) with (7). In particular, ut and ust belong to KntnKn for every u in U .
We have shown that if f (vst) = 0 for some v in U , then there exists n >  such that ut
and ust are in KntnKn for every u in U . Similarly if f (vt) = 0 for some v in U , then there
exists n >  such that ut and ust are in KntnKn for every u in U . The remaining case is trivial:
f (vst) = f (vt) = 0 for every v in U .
Excluding the trivial case, we can assume that ut and ust are in KntnKn, with n > , for every
u in U . Fix u in U . Then
ut ∈ (Kk+1tnKk+1) \ (KktnKk)
for some 0 k  n− 1 and
f (ut) = fn(ut) = 1 − k
n− 1 . (8)
By conditions (v) and (vi),
ust ∈ UKmU
(
(Kk+1tnKk+1) \ (KktnKk)
)⊆ (Kk+m+2tnKk+m+2) \ (Kk−m−1tnKk−m−1),
and so
1 − k +m+ 1
n− 1  fn(ust) 1 −
k −m− 1
n− 1 .
Combining the previous approximation with (8) gives
−m+ 1
n− 1  fn(ust)− fn(ut)
m+ 1
n− 1 .
Therefore
∣∣f (ust)− f (ut)∣∣ m+ 1  m+ 1 < 
n− 1 
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∣∣h(st)− h(t)∣∣ ∫ ϕ(u) du = ,
as required.
The non-σ -compact case. Suppose that κ > ω. Let {Kα}α<κ be a compact cover of G and
suppose that K0 has a non-empty interior. For every α < κ , let Gα be the subgroup algebraically
generated by the set
⋃
βα Kβ . Then {Gα}α<κ is a cover of G such that:
(i) each Gα is an open subgroup of G with κ(Gα)max{ω, |α|},
(ii) ⋃β<α Gβ ⊆ Gα for every α < κ .
A cover satisfying these conditions is used also in [30, Theorem 3.4] and in [15].
Applying condition (i) of the cover {Gα}α<κ , we can construct by transfinite induction a
subset T = {tα}α<κ of X such that
GαtαGα ∩GβtβGβ = ∅ for every α = β. (9)
For every α < κ , let fα be the characteristic function of GαtαGα . Put
f =
∑
α∈I
fα,
where I is any subset of κ . As in the σ -compact case, functions of the same form as f separate
points in T , so it suffices to show that f is slowly oscillating. Note first that f is well defined
by (9) and that f ∈ LUC(G) because f is constant on each right coset of G0, which is an open
subgroup of G.
Fix a compact set F in G. Since {Gα}α<κ is an increasing cover consisting of open sets, F ⊆
Gα for some α < κ . Put A =⋃γα GαtγGα , and note that κ(A) = κ(Gα) < κ by condition (i).
Let s ∈ F and t ∈ G \ A. If f (t) = 1, then t ∈ GβtβGβ for some β in I . The choice of A
implies that β > α. So st ∈ GαGβtβGβ = GβtβGβ and f (st) = f (t) = 1. On the other hand,
if f (st) = 1, then t ∈ GαGβtβGβ for some β in I . Again the choice of A implies that β > α.
Therefore t ∈ GβtβGβ , and so f (t) = f (st) = 1. The third alternative is that f (t) = f (st) = 0.
Consequently, for every s in F and for every t in G \ A, we have |f (st) − f (t)| = 0. A similar
argument shows that |f (t)− f (ts)| = 0, and so f is slowly oscillating. 
4. The decomposition theorem
The main result of this section is the following generalisation of van Douwen’s right ideal
theorem. Recall that U(G) is the closed left ideal in GLUC consisting of all the points that are not
in the closure of any subset of G with compact covering number less than κ . Protasov [34] used
his slowly oscillating functions to prove a decomposition theorem for discrete countable groups.
We shall use a similar method to obtain our decomposition theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G be a non-compact locally compact group. There is a decomposition I of U(G)
into pairwise disjoint sets such that:
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(ii) if I ∈ I and x ∈ I , then xG ⊆ I ,
(iii) each member of I has an empty interior in U(G),
(iv) |I| = 22κ .
Proof. We shall define an equivalence relation on U(G) such that the family I of the equivalence
classes satisfies properties (i)–(iv).
For every x and y in U(G), put
x ∼ y if f (x) = f (y) for every slowly oscillating function f on G.
It is easy to see that ∼ is a closed equivalence relation on U(G), so each equivalence class is
closed. For every x in U(G), denote the equivalence class containing x by [x]. If y ∈ U(G), then
f (sy) = f (y) and f (ys) = f (y) for every slowly oscillating function f and for every s in G.
Therefore Gy ⊆ [x] and yG ⊆ [x] whenever y ∈ [x]. So property (ii) is immediate because [x]
is closed. Since the right translation by y is continuous and [x] is closed, GLUCy ⊆ [x]. So each
equivalence class is also a left ideal.
It remains to show that there are exactly 22κ equivalence classes and that each of these has an
empty interior in U(G). Both these statements follow easily from Lemma 1.
Apply Lemma 1 to X = G. It follows that distinct points in T ∩ U(G) are in a distinct equiva-
lence classes. The points in T ∩ U(G) correspond to uniform ultrafilters on the set T , so there is
at least 22κ distinct equivalence classes [22, Theorem 3.58]. That 22κ is the exact number of the
equivalence classes can be seen by the following argument due to Filali and Pym [15]. Let U be
a compact neighbourhood of the identity and let X be a maximal left uniformly discrete subset
of G with respect to U . Then GLUC = U2 X. It follows that each left ideal in GLUC contains at
least one point from X. Since |X| = κ , there are at most 22κ disjoint left ideals in GLUC .
Finally we shall show that each equivalence class has an empty interior in U(G). By the
regularity of GLUC, it suffices to show that if N is a closed neighbourhood in GLUC of a point in
U(G), then N ∩U(G) is not included in any of the equivalence classes. Since κ(N ∩G) = κ , an
application of Lemma 1 gives a left uniformly discrete subset T of N ∩G such that the points in
T ∩U(G) can be separated by slowly oscillating functions. In other words, each of the 22κ points
in T ∩ U(G), which is a subset of N , belongs to a distinct equivalence class. 
The following theorem was first proved by Lau and Pym [28].
Theorem 3. The topological centre of GLUC is G.
Proof. Let x ∈ GLUC \ G. Then there exists a subgroup H of G such that x ∈ H and κ(H) =
ρ(x). The closure of H in GLUC may be identified with H LUC, and x ∈ U(H). Let y ∈ U(H)
such that x and y are in distinct left ideals Ix and Iy in the decomposition of U(H). Suppose that
(sα) is a net in H converging to y. Then the net (xsα) is in Ix by property (ii) of Theorem 2. But
xy ∈ Iy , so xsα  xy because Ix is closed. 
With the preceding result and the following lemma, we get that the topological centre of
GLUC \G is empty, which is originally due to Protasov and Pym [36] (see also [41]). The follow-
ing lemma is inspired by [22, Exercise 8.2.3], where the topological centre of βN \N is deduced
from the algebraic centre of βN.
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centre of GLUC.
Proof. Let (yα) be a net in GLUC converging to y. It suffices to show that every subnet of (xyα)
has a subnet converging to xy. Given a subnet of (xyα), choose a subnet (xyβ) of the previ-
ous subnet that converges to some z in GLUC . Pick a right cancellable point w from GLUC \ G
(there are plenty of such points: see [15] or [16]). The right translation by w is continuous,
so (xyβ)w → zw. On the other hand, the left translation by x is continuous on GLUC \ G,
so x(yβw) → x(yw). Therefore zw = xyw, and since w is right cancellable, z = xy. Hence
xyβ → xy, as required. 
Theorem 5. The topological centre of GLUC \G is empty.
If G is σ -compact, Theorem 2 gives a decomposition of GLUC \G, which is a generalisation
and an extension of the decomposition in [34, Theorem 4.1]. This is not possible in general: if
G is an uncountable discrete abelian group, then GLUC \ G cannot be decomposed into closed
left ideals. This follows from Propositions 4 and 5 of [35]. We thank Igor Protasov for letting us
know about this result, which replaces our example that depended on the existence of measurable
cardinals.
The number of disjoint left ideals in GLUC is related to thin sets, introduced by Chou [2].
The definition is best to phrase in the context of discrete semigroups: a subset V of a discrete
cancellative semigroup S is called thin if the set sV ∩ tV is finite whenever s = t in S. Chou
conjectured in [2] that if V is a thin set in S and x, y ∈ V \V with x = y, then (βS)x∩(βS)y = ∅.
Chou [2] proved the conjecture when ρ(x) = ρ(y) = ω and later Filali [13] proved it when
ρ(x) = ρ(y).
We now provide an example which shows that Chou’s conjecture fails if we accept the exis-
tence of measurable cardinals. Recall that an ultrafilter F is called non-principal if ⋂F = ∅ and
λ-complete if every intersection of fewer than λ members of F is again in F . A cardinal λ is said
to be measurable if there exists a non-principal λ-complete ultrafilter on λ. The non-existence of
measurable cardinals is consistent with ZFC, but the existence of measurable cardinals cannot be
proven consistent within ZFC (see [3, §6] and references therein). There is, however, a tendency
towards expanding our set of basic set-theoretical axioms, and thus accepting the existence of
measurable cardinals. See [9] for arguments both for and against.
Before the example, note that, in a discrete group G, we can always construct a thin set with
the same cardinality as G [2].
Proposition 6. Suppose that G is a discrete abelian group such that κ = |G| is an uncountable
measurable cardinal. If V is any subset (even thin) of G with cardinality κ , then there are distinct
x and y in V \ V such that (βG)x ∩ (βG)y = ∅.
Proof. We may identify the points in GLUC ∼= βG with the ultrafilters on G. By the hypothesis
that κ is measurable, there is a non-principal κ-complete ultrafilter x on V . We may consider x as
an ultrafilter on G and as such it is κ-complete. It is straightforward to show that the multiplica-
tion in βG is jointly continuous at (y, x) for every y in βG with ρ(y) < κ (see [33, Lemma 3]).
Pick y from V such that ρ(y) < κ . Since G is abelian, the continuity at (y, x) implies that
yx = xy. 
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The purpose of this section is to show that our argument can be applied to prove the original
right ideal theorem concerning discrete cancellative semigroups.
Slowly oscillating functions are defined as before: a bounded function f :S → C is called
slowly oscillating if for every  > 0 and for every finite set F ⊆ S there exists A ⊆ S with
|A| < |S| such that
∣∣f (st)− f (t)∣∣<  and ∣∣f (ts)− f (t)∣∣<  whenever s ∈ F and t ∈ S \A.
An inspection of the proof of Theorem 2 reveals that it is applicable when G is replaced
with S. All we need to do is prove an analogue of Lemma 1 for discrete semigroups.
A semigroup S is called weakly cancellative if the sets
s−1t := {u ∈ S; su = t} and ts−1 := {u ∈ S; us = t}
are finite for every s and t in S. It is called right cancellative if each ts−1 contains at most one
member. We shall also use the notations
s−1B = {t ∈ S; st ∈ B} and A−1B =
⋃
s∈A
a−1B,
where s ∈ S and A,B ⊆ S. The sets Bs−1 and BA−1 are defined similarly. Suppose now that S
is weakly cancellative. Then the cardinality of both A−1B and BA−1 is finite if both A and B are
finite, and the cardinality of both A−1B and BA−1 is at most max{|A|, |B|} if A or B is infinite.
Lemma 7. Suppose that S is a discrete weakly cancellative semigroup with |S| = κ . Let X ⊆ S
with |X| = κ . There exists a subset T of X such that |T | = κ and the points in T (the closure
taken in βS) can be separated by slowly oscillating functions.
Proof. As in the case of locally compact groups, we divide the proof into two parts.
The countable case. Suppose that |S| = ω. Since S is weakly cancellative, there is a cover
{Kn}∞n=1 of S consisting of finite sets satisfying
Kn ∪K2n ∪K−1n Kn ∪KnK−1n ⊆ Kn+1
for every positive integer n. It follows that, for example,
K−1n Km ⊆ K−1max{n,m}Kmax{n,m} ⊆ Kn+m.
For convenience, put Kn = ∅ for every n = 0,−1,−2, . . . and notice that
KnKm ⊆ Kn+m, K−1n Km ⊆ Kn+m, and KnK−1m ⊆ Kn+m
for all integers n and m.
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KntnKn ∩KmtmKm = ∅ whenever n = m.
Indeed, suppose that we have chosen the points t1, t2, . . . , tn−1. Then
⋃n−1
m=1K−1n KmtmKmK−1n is
finite because S is weakly cancellative, and so we can pick tn from X\(⋃n−1m=1K−1n KmtmKmK−1n ).
For every n 2, define
fn =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 on K1tnK1,
1 − 1
n−1 on (K2tnK2) \ (K1tnK1),
1 − 2
n−1 on (K3tnK3) \ (K2tnK2),
...
1
n−1 on (Kn−1tnKn−1) \ (Kn−2tnKn−2),
0 off Kn−1tnKn−1.
Let f =∑n∈I fn, where I is any subset of {2,3, . . .}. The function f is bounded, so it has a
continuous extension to βS. The functions of the same form as f separate points in T because
f (tn) =
{
1 if n ∈ I ,
0 if n /∈ I
for every n 2.
To complete the countable case, it remains to show that f is slowly oscillating. Let 0 <  < 1
and let F be a finite subset of S. Then F ⊆ Km for some m. Choose a positive integer  such that
m/ <  and put
A =
⋃
j=1
(
K−1m Kj tjKj
)∪ (Kj tjKj )∪ (Kj tjKjK−1m ).
Then A is finite. Fix s in F ⊆ Km and t in S \A.
If f (st) = 0, then st ∈ Kn−1tnKn−1 for some n. Therefore t ∈ K−1m Kn−1tnKn−1 and the
choice of A implies that n >  > m. Therefore K−1m Kn−1 ⊆ Kn and t ∈ KntnKn. If f (t) = 0,
then t and st are again in KntnKn for some n > . The remaining case is trivial so we can assume
that both t and st are in KntnKn for some n > .
There is a unique k in {0,1, . . . , n − 1} such that t ∈ Kk+1tnKk+1 \ KktnKk . Then st ∈
Km+k+1tnKk+1 \Kk−mtnKk , and so
1 − m+ k
n− 1  f (st) 1 −
k −m
n− 1 .
Since f (t) = 1 − k/(n− 1), it follows that
− m  f (st)− f (t) m .
n− 1 n− 1
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The uncountable case. Suppose that κ > ω. We begin by constructing a cover {Sα}α<κ of S
such that
S2α ⊆ Sα, S−1α Sα ⊆ Sα, SαS−1α ⊆ Sα,
|Sα|max
{
ω, |α|}, and ⋃
β<α
Sβ ⊆ Sα
for every α < κ . Let {sα}α<κ be an enumeration of S. For each α < κ , define Sα as follows. Put
Y1 = {sβ}βα , and for every n = 1,2, . . . put
Yn+1 = Yn ∪ Y 2n ∪ Y−1n Yn ∪ YnY−1n .
Finally, put Sα =⋃∞n=1 Yn. The required properties of {Sα}α<κ are easily confirmed.
An application of transfinite induction gives a subset T = {tα}α<κ of X such that
SαtαSα ∩ SβtβSβ = ∅ whenever α = β.
For each α < κ , let fα be the characteristic function of SαtαSα . It suffices to show that for each
subset I of κ the function f =∑α∈I fα is slowly oscillating.
Let F ⊆ S be finite, and let α < κ be such that F ⊆ Sα . Put
A =
⋃
γ<α
(
S−1α Sγ tγ Sγ
)∪ (Sγ tγ Sγ )∪ (Sγ tγ Sγ S−1α ),
and note that |A|max{ω, |α|} < κ . Let s ∈ F and t ∈ S \ A. If f (st) = 1, then t ∈ S−1α SβtβSβ
for some β in I . By the choice of A, we have β  α, and so t ∈ SβtβSβ . Therefore also f (t) = 1.
On the other hand, if f (t) = 1, then f (st) = 1. A similar argument proves also the second
requirement for slow oscillation. 
Applying the preceding lemma, we can use the proof of Theorem 2 to prove the following
decomposition theorem. The hypothesis of the theorem is weaker than that of [6] (S is weakly
cancellative instead of cancellative), but this possibility has been noticed before. In [22, The-
orem 6.53], Hindman and Strauss proved the right ideal theorem for weakly left cancellative
semigroups. However, they omitted property (ii) of the following formulation, which requires
also weak right cancellation. Recall that in the original right ideal theorem [6], as well as in [22],
the left ideals are not necessarily closed.
Theorem 8. Let S be a discrete weakly cancellative semigroup with |S| = κ  ω. There is a
decomposition I of U(S) into pairwise disjoint sets such that:
(i) each member of I is a closed left ideal in βS,
(ii) if I ∈ I and x ∈ I , then xS ⊆ I ,
(iii) each member of I has an empty interior in U(S),
(iv) |I| = 22κ .
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the algebraic centre of S and the empty set, respectively [6]. With our stronger decomposition
theorem, we obtain also the topological centres. If S is commutative and weakly cancellative,
then the topological centre of βS is known because it coincides with the algebraic centre. If S
is cancellative, then there is a dense set in U(S) consisting of points at which no left translation
in U(S) is continuous by [43, Theorem 9.7]. It follows, with a method used in the proof of
Theorem 3, that the topological centre of βS \ S is empty. The following result includes all the
cases above and more.
Theorem 9. Let S be a discrete weakly cancellative semigroup. The topological centre of βS
is S. If S is also right cancellative, then the topological centre of βS \ S is empty.
Proof. To prove the first statement, apply the argument used in Theorem 3. Then the second
statement follows from the analogue of Lemma 4, which can be proved using a right cancellable
point contained in βS \S. Such a point exists by [12, Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.2], provided
that S is right cancellative and weakly left cancellative. 
The following example shows that the assumption of right cancellativity for the second state-
ment of the preceding theorem is unavoidable.
Example 10. Consider the semigroup S = {0,1,2, . . .} with multiplication st = max{s, t}. Then
S is a commutative weakly cancellative semigroup that is not cancellative. For every x in βS
and for every y in βS \ S, we have xy = y. Since every left translation on βS \ S coincides with
the identity function, the topological centre of βS \ S is βS \ S. The topological centre of βS is,
of course, S. We shall need this example again when we consider topological centres of Banach
algebras.
6. Applications to Banach algebras
In this section we shall show that with slowly oscillating functions, we can easily deduce the
topological centres of LUC(G)∗ and L1(G)∗∗. These topological centres are known to be M(G)
[25] and L1(G) [26], respectively. We shall deal with these questions in a unified manner and our
method applies also in the case of the LUC-compactification GLUC. That is, we are able to deduce
that if the left translation by x in GLUC is continuous on GLUC , then x ∈ M(G)∩GLUC = G.
Let F(G) denote either LUC(G) or L∞(G), and put F0(G) = C0(G) if F(G) = LUC(G)
and F0(G) = L∞0 (G) if F(G) = L∞(G). As noted in the preliminaries, F(G)∗ can be written
as a Banach space direct sum
F(G)∗ = F0(G)∗ ⊕ F0(G)⊥,
where F0(G)∗ is a norm-closed subalgebra of F(G)∗ and F0(G)⊥ is a weak∗-closed ideal in
F(G)∗. We denote the spectrum of F(G) by , and so F(G)∗ may be identified as a Banach
space with M(), the space of all bounded complex-valued regular Borel measures on .
For each μ in F(G)∗, define
Lμ :G
LUC → F(G)∗, Lμ(x) = μx.
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LUC(G)∗ on L1(G)∗∗; in the case that F(G) = LUC(G), the product μx is just the convolution
product on LUC(G)∗. In the case F(G) = L∞(G), we use the maps Lμ to reduce the ques-
tion of the topological centre to the local part L∞0 (G)∗ of L1(G)∗∗. It follows from (3) that if
μ ∈ L1(G)∗∗ and Lμ is discontinuous at some x in GLUC, then μ is not in the topological centre
of L1(G)∗∗. In the case F(G) = LUC(G), the whole topological centre of LUC(G)∗ is deter-
mined by considering the functions Lμ. Whenever we discuss the continuity of the functions Lμ,
we assume that F(G)∗ is equipped with the weak∗ topology.
We first deal with the case of positive μ and then deduce the general case from the positive
case. Recall that a functional μ in F(G)∗ is positive if 〈μ,f 〉  0 for all f in F(G) such that
f  0. Then a functional μ in F(G)∗ is positive if and only if the corresponding measure in
M() is positive in measure-theoretical terms.
The following lemma is written in two parts just to be more tractable. The notation could have
been chosen in such a way that one statement would have covered both cases.
Lemma 11. Let μ in F(G)∗ be positive and write μ = μ1 + μ2 where μ1 ∈ F0(G)∗ and μ2 ∈
F0(G)⊥.
(i) Suppose that F(G) = LUC(G) and x ∈ suppμ2 ⊆ U(G). If y is any point in U(G) that can
be separated from x by a slowly oscillating function, then Lμ is discontinuous at y.
(ii) Suppose that F(G) = L∞(G) and ξ ∈ suppμ2 ⊆ UΩ(G). If y is any point in U(G) that can
be separated from π(ξ) by a slowly oscillating function, then Lμ is discontinuous at y.
Proof. We prove only the second statement, the first being almost identical. Suppose without
loss of generality that there is a slowly oscillating function f such that f  0, f (π(ξ)) = 1 and
f (y) = 0. Then
〈
Lμ(y), f
〉= 〈μ,yf 〉 = ∫
Ω
〈ζ, yf 〉dμ(ζ )
=
∫
Ω
〈
π(ζ ), yf
〉
dμ(ζ ) =
∫
Ω
f
(
π(ζ )y
)
dμ(ζ ).
But since y ∈ U(G) and f is slowly oscillating, f (π(ζ )y) = f (y) = 0 for every ζ in Ω , and it
follows that
〈
Lμ(y), f
〉= 0.
On the other hand, let s ∈ G. Then
〈
Lμ(s), f
〉= 〈μ1s, f 〉 + 〈μ2s, f 〉 〈μ2s, f 〉
=
∫ 〈
π(ζ ), sf
〉
dμ2(ζ ) =
∫
f
(
π(ζ )s
)
dμ2(ζ )Ω UΩ
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are mutually singular and μ is positive.) Now f (π(ζ )s) = f (π(ζ )) = 〈ζ, f 〉 for every ζ in UΩ
because f is slowly oscillating and π(UΩ) = U(G). Therefore
〈
Lμ(s), f
〉

∫
UΩ
〈ζ, f 〉dμ2(ζ ) = 〈μ2, f 〉 > 0,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that f (π(ξ)) = 1 and ξ ∈ suppμ2. Since
lim
s→y
〈
Lμ(s), f
〉
 〈μ2, f 〉 >
〈
Lμ(y), f
〉
,
we see that Lμ is discontinuous at y. 
The previous lemma can be used to obtain the topological centre of GLUC . In fact, the previous
lemma combined with Lemma 1 implies immediately that, in the case that G is σ -compact, the
topological centre of GLUC is G. To prove the general case, one can use subgroups as in the proof
of Theorem 3.
To eliminate the positivity assumption, we need the following lemma. In order to simplify our
statements, we say that y in GLUC is right cancellable in F(G)∗ if μy = 0 implies μ = 0 when-
ever μ ∈ F(G)∗. (The word “in” is perhaps misleading in the preceding definition because the
point y is not even in F(G)∗ if F(G) = L∞(G).) By [16, Theorem 4], points that are right can-
cellable in F(G)∗ exist both when F(G) = LUC(G) and when F(G) = L∞(G). The existence
of right cancellable points in LUC(G)∗ follows also from [15, Theorem 1] once we note that
every right cancellable point in the semigroup GLUC is right cancellable in the algebra LUC(G)∗
[16, Lemma 1] or [15, proof of Theorem 5].
Lemma 12. Suppose that μ in F(G)∗ is real (that is, μ ∈ M() is a signed measure) and that y
in GLUC is right cancellable in F(G)∗. If μ = μ+ − μ− is the Jordan decomposition of μ, then
μy = μ+y −μ−y is the Jordan decomposition of μy.
Proof. If F(G) = LUC(G), then [10, Lemma 2] implies that |μy| = |μ|y (where |μ| denotes the
total variation of μ). The proof of [10, Lemma 2] applies also for the case that F(G) = L∞(G)
because {yf ; f ∈ L∞(G)} is norm-dense in L∞(G) by [16, Lemma 1]. So in both cases |μy| =
|μ|y. Then the claim follows from the identities
ν+ = 1
2
(|ν| + ν) and ν− = 1
2
(|ν| − ν),
which hold for any ν in F(G)∗. 
Lemma 13. Let μ ∈ F(G)∗. If y in GLUC is right cancellable in F(G)∗ and Lμ is continuous
at y, then also L|μ| is continuous at y.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that μ is real. Write μ = μ+ −μ− for its Jor-
dan decomposition. Let yα → y in GLUC, so that μyα → μy in the weak∗ topology of F(G)∗. To
prove that |μ|yα → |μ|y, it suffices to show that every subnet of (|μ|yα) has a subnet converging
to |μ|y. The net (μyα) is bounded so every subnet of (μ+yα) is bounded and thus has a subnet
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(μ−yβ) converges to some positive ν− in F(G)∗.
Since μyα → μy, we obtain a decomposition μy = ν+ − ν−. Applying the previous lemma,
we see that ν+ −μ+y  0 and ν− −μ−y  0. Then∥∥ν+ −μ+y∥∥= 〈ν+ −μ+y,1〉= 〈ν+,1〉− 〈μ+y,1〉
= lim
β
〈
μ+, yβ1
〉− 〈μ+, y1〉= 〈μ+,1〉− 〈μ+,1〉= 0.
So μ+yβ → μ+y, and similarly, μ−yβ → μ−y. It follows that |μ|yα → |μ|y, as required. 
To show how effective our method of proof is, we consider now the case of F(G) = LUC(G)
when G is σ -compact.
Theorem 14. Suppose that G is σ -compact. Then there is a set Y ⊆ GLUC \ G with cardinality
2c such that if Lμ, with μ in LUC(G)∗, is continuous at any two points of Y , then μ ∈ M(G).
Proof. By the construction of [15, Theorem 1] or [16, Lemma 2], there exists a left uniformly
discrete set X ⊆ G such that every point in X is right cancellable in LUC(G)∗. Applying
Lemma 1 to this X, we obtain T ⊆ X such that slowly oscillating functions separate the points
of T . Put Y = T \ T . Then |Y | = 2c, the points in Y are right cancellable and can be separated
by slowly oscillating functions.
Let y1 and y2 be any distinct points in Y . Using the decomposition LUC(G)∗ = M(G) ⊕
C0(G)
⊥
, write μ = μ1 + μ2 where μ1 ∈ M(G) and μ2 ∈ C0(G)⊥. Note that C0(G)⊥ is char-
acterised by the fact that its members have support contained in GLUC \ G = U(G) (because
G is σ -compact). Suppose that μ2 = 0. Then there exists x in suppμ2 ⊆ U(G), and x can be
separated from either y1 or y2 by a slowly oscillating function. Applying Lemma 11 to |μ| and
then applying Lemma 13, we see that Lμ is discontinuous either at y1 or at y2. It follows that if
Lμ is continuous at both y1 and y2, then μ ∈ M(G). 
In fact, any non-empty open set in GLUC \G contains a set Y as in the previous theorem.
To obtain the topological centre of F(G)∗ in the general case, we shall use subgroups of
G in much of the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3. Let H be an open subgroup of G
and put F(H) = LUC(H) if F(G) = LUC(G) and F(H) = L∞(H) if F(G) = L∞(G). Then
F(H) may be considered as a subspace of F(G) by extending the functions in F(H) by 0
(remember that H is open). The spectrum of F(H) may be identified with the subset (H) =
{ξ ∈ ; 〈ξ,1H 〉 = 1} of . Also, let U(H) denote the set of all ξ in (H) with height κ(H).
In the case that F(G) = LUC(G), the set (H) is actually the closure H of H in GLUC , which
is topologically isomorphic to H LUC.
Lemma 15. Let H be an open subgroup of G. For every μ in F(G)∗, let μˇ denote the functional
in F(H)∗ obtained by restricting μ to (H). Let y ∈ H ∼= H LUC. If
Lμ :x → μx :GLUC → F(G)∗
is continuous at y, then also
Lμˇ :x → μˇx :H LUC → F(H)∗
is continuous at y.
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(xf ) ˆ = xfˆ whenever x ∈ H and f ∈ F(H). Actually we shall show this only when F(G) =
L∞(G); the second case is easier. If ϕ ∈ L1(G), then
〈
(xf ) ˆ , ϕ〉= 〈xf,ϕ|H 〉 = 〈x,f (ϕ|H )〉.
A simple calculation shows that f (ϕ|H ) = (fˆ ϕ)|H , and so
〈
(xf ) ˆ , ϕ〉= 〈x, (fˆ ϕ)|H 〉= 〈x, fˆ ϕ〉 = 〈xfˆ , ϕ〉
because x ∈ H .
Let now (yα) be a net in H LUC converging to y, and let f ∈ F(H). Then
〈
Lμˇ(yα), f
〉= 〈μˇ, yαf 〉 = 〈μ, (yαf ) ˆ 〉= 〈μ,yαfˆ 〉 = 〈Lμ(yα), fˆ 〉.
But Lμ is continuous at y, so
〈
Lμ(yα), fˆ
〉→ 〈Lμ(y), fˆ 〉= 〈Lμˇ(y), f 〉,
which shows that Lμˇ is continuous at y. 
The following results are known from [25] and [26]. We offer a unified way of looking at these
results, although the case of L1(G)∗∗ requires some additional work. This is due to the fact that
in L1(G)∗∗ we need to take care of the local part L∞0 (G)∗ as well as the infinity part L∞0 (G)⊥;
in LUC(G)∗ the local part C0(G)∗ = M(G) is included in the topological centre.
Theorem 16. Let G be any locally compact group. The topological centre of LUC(G)∗ is M(G)
and the topological centre of L1(G)∗∗ is L1(G).
Proof. Let μ ∈ F(G)∗ and write μ = μ1 + μ2 where μ1 ∈ F0(G)∗ and μ2 ∈ F0(G)⊥. Suppose
that μ2 = 0. Pick ξ from suppμ2 with minimal height and construct an open subgroup H of G
with ξ ∈ U(H). Let μˇ be the restriction of μ to (H) and define μˇ1 and μˇ2 similarly. Then
ξ ∈ supp μˇ2 ⊆ U(H).
There exists y in U(H) such that y is right cancellable in F(H) and
〈y,f 〉 = 0, 〈ξ, f 〉 = 1, f  0,
for some slowly oscillating function f in LUC(H). (Note that if F(G) = LUC(G), then ξ ∈
U(H), and if F(G) = L∞(G), then π(ξ) ∈ U(H). In both cases y can be found similarly as
in the proof of Theorem 14; if F(G) = L∞(G), we need to use [16, Lemma 2] instead of [15,
Theorem 1].) Now we can apply Lemma 11 to see that L|μˇ| is discontinuous at y, and thus
also Lμˇ is discontinuous at y by Lemma 13. Then we refer to Lemma 15 to see that Lμ is
discontinuous at y. Consequently, the topological centre of F(G)∗ is included in F0(G)∗.
The case F(G) = LUC(G) is now completed because F0(G)∗ = M(G) and, as known and it
is not difficult to check, M(G) is included in the topological centre of LUC(G)∗.
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But the topological centre of L∞0 (G)∗ is known to be L1(G) by [27, Theorem 2.11]. Hence the
topological centre of L1(G)∗∗ is L1(G). 
Next we obtain an analogue of Theorem 5 in the algebras LUC(G)∗ and L1(G)∗∗. The method
of proof remains the same.
Theorem 17. The topological centre of C0(G)⊥ is {0}. The topological centre of L∞0 (G)⊥ is {0}.
Proof. We shall show that every μ in the topological centre of F0(G)⊥ is also in the topological
centre of F(G)∗, and hence μ ∈ F0(G)∗ ∩F0(G)⊥ = {0}. Suppose that a net (να) converges to ν
in the weak∗ topology of F(G)∗. Note that the uniform boundedness principle implies that (να)
is bounded. We shall show that μνα → μν by showing that any subnet of (μνα) has a subnet
converging to μν. Suppose that a subnet of (μνα) is given. Using the fact that (να) is bounded
and taking a further subnet, we obtain a subnet νβ such that μνβ converges to some η.
Pick any x ∈ F0(G)⊥ that is right cancellable in F0(G)∗ (such points exists by [16, The-
orem 4]). Since the right translations are weak∗-continuous, ναx → νx in F0(G)⊥. Then
μ(ναx) → μ(νx) because μ is in the topological centre of F0(G)⊥. On the other hand,
(μνβ)x → ηx, and so μνx = ηx. Since x is right cancellable, μν = η. Therefore μνβ → μν, as
required. 
The following result was first proved in [25].
Theorem 18. Let S be an infinite discrete semigroup that is weakly cancellative and right can-
cellative. The topological centre of 1(S)∗∗ is 1(S).
Proof. The argument is the same as in the case of locally compact groups. However, there are
few stages in this proof at which we must be careful. Note first that the analogues of Lemmas 11
and 13 are true for semigroups. In the proof of Lemma 12, we used [10, Lemma 2], but its
analogue in the case of discrete weakly cancellative, right cancellative semigroups is also true,
as noted in [12, Lemma 5.1]. The argument of Theorem 16 is modified by changing subgroups
to subsemigroups.
Finally, we need that for every infinite subsemigroup T of S there exist two points in U(T )
that are right cancellable in βS and can be separated by a slowly oscillating function. Such
points exists if we combine our Lemma 7 with [12, Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.2]. It is this
last statement where we need that S is also right cancellative. Weak cancellation is enough to
produce the slowly oscillating function, as seen from Lemma 7.
Note that, as in the case of locally compact groups, if S is countable and satisfies the hy-
pothesis of the previous theorem, then there exists a set Y of 2c points in βS \ S such that
whenever μ ∈ 1(S)∗∗ and the left translation by μ is continuous at any two points from Y , then
μ ∈ 1(S). 
When S is weakly cancellative, c0(S)⊥ is a two-sided ideal in 1(S)∗∗. There should be no
surprises in the following result, as we have already noted the existence of right cancellable
points in βS.
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cellative. The topological centre of c0(S)⊥ is {0}.
Example 20. As in Example 10, let S = {0,1,2, . . .} with multiplication st = max{s, t}. By
simple calculations, one can show that the topological centre of c0(S)⊥ is c0(S)⊥, so that the
hypothesis of right cancellation is essential for the preceding theorem. The topological centre
of 1(S)∗∗ is 1(S) also in this case. We should point out that every bounded function on this
semigroup is slowly oscillating.
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